What's New in Design Modules of Advance Design 2022
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Welcome to Design Modules of Advance Design 2022
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of the design modules of Advance Design 2022.
The GRAITEC Advance Design Modules (previously known as Advance BIM Designers modules) is a collection
of advanced apps for automating structural design aiming to detail BIM workflows and to produce the technical
documentation. This version 2022 is bringing new features and more rebar functionalities, offering new innovative
modules and truly improving the BIM workflow for the concrete and steel industries.

This version 2022 of design modules of Advance Design introduces a new module for the creation of
reinforcement in Concrete Slabs in the Advance Design environment. It allows 3D rebar cage definition based
on theoretical reinforcement area imported from the FEM model as well as the calculation of the theoretical
reinforcement using the Strip method based on the imported FEM results.
Design modules of Advance Design 2022 are enhanced with a lot of new functionalities with high benefits for the
end-user, and are articulated around few main subjects:
 Enhanced calculation capabilities, including new methods for the generation of longitudinal
reinforcement for beams and columns, and new options for calculating the soil capacity for footings.
 Increased capability of 3D reinforcement generation, including an easier and faster definition of
multiple links for beams and easy configuration of the transversal bars for columns.
 Improvements to the user experience, including quick access to reinforcement data and updated
dialog windows.
 New possibilities for steel connections, including using load envelopes for calculations and
improvements to joint classification for rotational stiffness.
This version of the design modules of Advance Design also comes with a big number of improvements and
adjustments following the feedback received from thousands of users worldwide.

New RC Slab module
The 2022 version introduces the RC Slab module for the creation of reinforcement cage in concrete slabs in the
Advance Design environment. It allows 3D rebar cage definition based on theoretical reinforcement area imported
from the FEM model as well as the calculation of the theoretical reinforcement using the Strip method based on
the imported FEM results.
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to calculate theoretical reinforcement using the strip method
 Possibility to generate real reinforcement for slabs
 Possibility to generate reinforcement drawings
This is the first version of the RC Slab module that works in the Advance Design environment. Compared to the
previous version that works only in the Autodesk Revit environment (as a part of the GRAITEC PowerPack for
Autodesk Revit®) it has been significantly enhanced regarding the possibilities for the reinforcement generation
including the theoretical reinforcement determination by the strip method as well as the generation of
documentation including the reinforcement drawings.

Working scenarios
In the current version of the program, we can follow two scenarios for using the RC Slab module in the Advance
Design environment:


Scenario 1 - Generation of real reinforcement based on the theoretical reinforcement determined in
Advance Design.
In this scenario, after the preparation of the design model and the FEM calculation, the theoretical
reinforcement in the slab is determined by the previous methods directly in the Advance Design model.
Then the geometrical data of the slab together with the information about the surfaces of the theoretical
reinforcement are transferred to RC Slab. The next step is the determination of the real reinforcement
(bar arrangement and/or reinforcement mesh) and then the drawing documentation.
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Scenario 2 - Generation of theoretical and real reinforcement using the Strip method based on the FEM
results
In this scenario, after the preparation of the design model and the FEM calculation, the geometrical data
of the slab together with the information about the FEM results are transferred to RC Slab. Then in the
RC Slab module, the theoretical reinforcement is calculated using the Strip method. The next steps are,
as in the previous scenario, including the generation of the real reinforcement and the drawing
documentation.
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The selection of the scenario (in fact the way of setting the reinforcement) is up to the user and can be changed
in RC Slab module reinforcement settings. However, in case the theoretical reinforcement has not been calculated
in 3D model before, only the second scenario allows to get the reinforcement based on internal forces.

Geometrical model
The process of transferring data to the RC Slab module is the same as for the rest of the module elements, such
as RC columns and beams. In the case of slabs modeled for FEM calculations as a series of separate objects,
which are connected by edges and are in one level, they can be treated as one common slab if a super element
has been created from them.
When you open the slab in RC Slab module, the geometry of the slab and the supporting system of beams,
columns, and walls is the same as it is modeled in the 3D model.

Imported slab with support elements and axis system

However, since the analytical model for FEM calculations due to simplifications may be slightly different from the
real geometry, RC Slab provides several options to adjust the geometrical model. To do this, we can use automatic

adjustment of the outer edge of the slab (for example, to move it to the outer contours of beams or columns) or
use graphical editing of the edge position or even move the corresponding beams/posts/walls.
All these changes have no influence on the FEM results and the theoretical reinforcement, but only on the
arrangement of the real reinforcement and the drawings.

Options for automatically adjusting the external edge of the slab

Examples of editing, from left: imported geometry = analytical model, slab outline automatically extended to
edges of beams, slab outline automatically extended to edges of external supports, as before but with
additional column offset.
Together with geometry, a whole set of information is transferred to RC Slab, including internal forces, material
parameters, and reinforcement parameters. All these data can be viewed and most of them can be modified.

Concrete cover parameters
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Real reinforcement generation (Scenario 1)
In case the surface of the theoretical reinforcement has been imported, we can start the generation of the real
reinforcement immediately. In this case, the reinforcement generation method must be set to ‘FEM based’.
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The program offers two methods for the reinforcement generation - automatic or manual.
In the automatic method, the reinforcement zones and their parameters are selected automatically according to
predefined settings. These settings include, among other things, the possibility to select the type of reinforcement
(bars or mesh), the number and parameters of reinforcement layers as well as the range of available bar diameters
and spacings, and the parameters of anchorages.

Top and bottom reinforcement settings for each direction
For example, you can set the program to automatically reinforce the entire top surface uniformly with one
reinforcement layer (bars or mesh) so that e.g. 70% of the required area of the top reinforcement is covered, and
the remaining 30% is reinforced locally with bars in the second layer.

An example of automatic reinforcement settings in 2 layers direction

After the generation is launched, the program creates reinforcement zones separately for the bottom and top
reinforcement in both perpendicular directions. At any time you can preview and modify the parameters of the
zones including their size and reinforcement parameters.

Automatic definition of zones

With the manual method, the user determines graphically the position of the reinforcement zones and their
parameters separately for the top and bottom reinforcement. It is possible to define multiple overlapping
reinforcement zones in a given direction to model a local increase of the reinforcement area. When creating zones,
the module might show the difference between the required area and the area defined by the entered
reinforcement zone dynamically and thus makes the whole process easier.
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Manual definition of zones with a dynamically displayed difference of required and defined reinforcement

Worth mentioning is the fact that it is possible to combine both methods - for example, to automatically define a
uniform bar mesh over the entire surface up to a certain percentage of the reinforcement area, while in zones that
require additional reinforcement the user can manually define local zones.

Strip method (Scenario 2)
The strip method is used to determine the theoretical reinforcement based on internal forces. This is a multistage
method that in the first step consists of the theoretical division of a plate into several strips. Then for each of them
separately the internal forces occurring in its area are integrated, thanks to which we obtain force diagrams along
the strip axis. On this basis, the theoretical reinforcement is determined for each strip and finally the real
reinforcement.
Strips can be defined manually or automatically. When defining strips manually, we decide on the position,
direction, and size of the strips ourselves.

A single strip defined manually shown on the background of the color map with FEM results

After creating the strip, the program automatically generates cross-sections along the strip, in which the internal
forces are integrated from the width. The number /density of sections depends on the settings.

Strip sections
From this, internal force diagrams along the strip are generated. The generation of cross-sections and force
diagrams is done automatically. If necessary, it is possible to verify the cross-sections and the force diagram for
each internal force in the slab for each combination. In addition, a large number of visualization options are
available so that we can adjust the appearance of the presentation to our needs.
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Diagram of integrated bending moments along the strip

Although the strip method can be applied to any slab geometry, it is particularly suitable for regular support layout
and slab geometry. In this case, instead of the manual definition of strips, it is possible to use the automatic strip
generator which generates support strips and span strips automatically in both directions at the touch of a button.

Integrated FEM forces presented on automatically generated strips
After the reinforcement calculations, we have access to a variety of ways to present the results for strips including
diagrams in 2D and 3D views.

3D view with diagrams of theoretical and real reinforcement areas along strips
With the determination of the theoretical reinforcement, the reinforcement is divided into zones according to the
previously selected setting. The settings for zones and reinforcement are the same as in the first scenario and
the user also has full control of the generated zones and their parameters.

Edition of reinforcement zone parameters
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Top reinforcement automatically generated by using the strip method

Documentation and drawings
Independent of the used scenario, after the determination of the real reinforcement you have the possibility to
generate documentation, including drawings. By default, the drawings are generated with a top view for the top
and bottom reinforcement, although it is also possible to generate a projection with both surfaces of the
reinforcement at the same time.

Automatically created sheet with the reinforcement plan and the rebar schedule

We can also influence several other parameters such as the number of visible rebars from sets (all, only first, first,
and last or only the middle one), description types, the scale of views, and more.

Examples of rebar presentation in distributions - first and last/middle only

As with the other reinforced concrete modules, drawings can be partially edited (for example by moving
descriptions, adding dimension lines, changing the scale and position of views), supplemented with schedules of
reinforcement or meshes, and saved in DWG format.
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Plan of slab reinforcement with wire fabrics

In the case of wire fabrics reinforcement, it is possible to generate a separate graphic table for wire fabrics, with
information about the cuts.

Additionally, it is possible to generate design reports for a slab with basic information about geometry, materials,
reinforcement parameters, and tables with information about applied reinforcement.

Report for a slab (FEM method)
If the strip method is used, the report additionally contains a description and pictures of the defined strips.

Report for a slab (Strips method)

In addition, separate reports can be generated with details of each strip. Such reports are created for the strips
selected in the reports configuration and are automatically generated in the folder with the item's documentation.
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Report for a strip

New options & Improvements – General
Version 2022 brings many new options and improvements to all design modules of Advance Design. Below is
a list of selected novelties and improvements that are common to all design modules of Advance Design.

Restore reinforcement
Main features & benefits:

Easier verification of existing reinforcement with reinforcement restoration
A new Restore reinforcement command has been added to the ribbon, on the Calculation group of commands.
This command significantly facilitates the process of verification of an element with the existing reinforcement, by
quickly restoring the previously generated reinforcement. This avoids the problem of having to model the
reinforcement again if it has been automatically deleted due to data changes.

For example, if we want to verify the load capacity of an existing reinforced concrete beam with known
reinforcement for a new load, we can do it in 4 steps:


The first step – prepare the reinforcement cage. For this, we can model the beam and generate the
reinforcement by calculation. If necessary, we can do an additional manual modification of the
reinforcement cage.



The second step - we can make changes in the load and also in other settings if necessary, which will
make the data obsolete, and the reinforcement will be automatically removed.
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The third step - now we can use the new Restore Reinforcement command to restore the previously
generated reinforcement.



The last step – now we can start the verification of the element using the Verify command.

Next step to unifying all dialogs
Main features & benefits:
 Easier to use thanks to unified window design across all modules



More intuitive parameter definition by regrouping and making options more consistent

Multiple windows in all modules have been modified to maintain a uniform appearance, size, layout, and data
input. Thanks to the menu list on the left side of dialogs and its tree structure, the user can quickly access certain
options. Such improvements include dialog windows: Beam reinforcement settings, Display settings, Report
settings, Bending details settings, or Project settings.
The changes also involved merging some of the parameter windows - for example, the Bar constraints is now
part of the Beam reinforcement settings window.

New dialog window for reinforcement assumptions for RC Beams

Similar merging has been done to visibility options - now settings related to annotation, color settings, and visibility
are merged into one Display settings window. Along with this, a reconfiguration of the content was done, making
it much easier to find and use.
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In the case of the Project Settings window, the change also consisted of separating setting parameters separately
for a given element, project, and user, which will greatly facilitate the correct generation of documentation. The
contents of the first tab ‘Element data’ depend on the element and is different for each new element. The contents
of the second tab ‘Project data’ depend on the project and it is filled by the user, while the contents of the ‘User
data’ include information about the user. Data entered in these windows are visible in reports (especially in
headers) and drawings.

Improvements to the transfer of loads to Design modules
Main feature/benefit:
 Transfer of values from load combinations



Transfer of values from non-linear cases

To improve the transfer of load-related information when transferring data from the Advance Design model to the
design modules, to the list of related options (available in the Application setting window, on the Graitec BIM tab)
a new selection has been added:


+ Combinations values of efforts diagrams/torsors.

This option complements the existing export capabilities and is used for additional transfer of internal force values
from combinations and nonlinear analysis cases.
This gives us three basic scenarios available:
 The first option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the results of the analysis
for each case individually. In this scenario, the combinations are generated in design modules.
 The second option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the results of the
analysis for each case individually together with the list of load combinations. This scenario covers the
case when the User-defined a custom set of combinations in Advance Design model and would like to
have all designs performed on design modules with the same list.
 The third (new) option means  the load case definitions are transferred together with the list of load
combinations AND with the results of the analysis for each load combination or/and for non-linear cases.
This new scenario is useful especially when the user wants to perform design calculations based on the results
of nonlinear analysis when the superposition rule cannot be applied for combinations of results from simple cases.
As a result, you get the values for the internal forces from the individual combinations in the design module. In
case the nonlinear analysis was carried out for only a part of the load combinations, you can see in the
Combination/Design tab of the Load and combinations window, which combinations are derived from the
nonlinear analysis.
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Schedules for reinforcement fabrics
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility for adding on drawings schedules for wire meshes
In the module for reinforced concrete walls as well as in the new module for reinforced concrete slabs, it is now
possible to generate schedules for reinforcement fabrics.
Similar to the member schedule, it is created by adding a new schedule in the views list of drawings. In this way,
you can create schedules for fabrics as well as for bars in one drawing.

Among the columns shown in the schedule it is worth mentioning:
 Quantity per Fabric Mark – several fabrics with a certain mark
 Used / Total Area – a sum of areas for all cuts / total area of a fabric
 Used / Total mass – a sum of masses for all cuts / total mass of a fabric
 Shape – a shape of the cut with dimensions
As a reminder - a schema with details of fabric cuts can be generated graphically from the ribbon.

Possibility to display/hide bars according to family
Main features & benefits:
 Managing the visibility of rebars
In the Display settings window, it is now possible to select which rebar types are shown in the 2D and 3D views.
For each RC module (Beam, Column, Footing, Wall, Slab) the list of available rebar types are different.
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This allows for easy verification of the generated reinforcement as well as saving separate views with only selected
reinforcement types.

Improvements to Drawings
Main features & benefits:
 Configurable additional annotations for bar marks
 Possibility for adding the same view on many sheets
In all modules, several new features have been introduced as well as changes aimed at improving the quality of
generated drawings. Module-specific enhancements are described in subsequent chapters of this document,
below you will find a description of the changes common to all modules.

Configurable additional annotations for bar marks on drawing views
When generating reinforcement drawings in RC modules, rebars are described by default with their position
number. In the new version of the program, it is possible to extend rebar descriptions by additional information
such as the number of bars, diameter, length, and more.

Activation of the descriptions as well as their configuration is done via the Bending details and measurement
settings dialog box, which is opened from the drawing properties list.

Similarly to the configuration of descriptions for bending details, you can define yourself which parameters are
included in the description and also extend the description with your text (for example 'L =' for length)

Possibility for adding the same view on many sheets
It is now easy to reuse the same view on many different sheets. Simply drag and drop an existing view into a new
sheet, even though it was already assigned to another sheet. This will automatically create a copy of the view
containing all the settings and changes that were made to the source view. This is particularly useful if the existing
view (like a section) has been previously adjusted/modified, and we want to use it on another sheet as it is.

Other improvements
Main features & benefits:
 Quick access to the real reinforcement editing dialog








New visibility option for bending moments
Possibility for measuring distances on 2D views
A quick reset of visualization settings
New icons
Quick selection of reinforcement diameters or fabrics
Updated templates
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In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to all RC modules have been
introduced. Below is a list of selected ones.

Quick access to the real reinforcement editing dialog by double-clicking on a particular bar
To make your work even more comfortable, you can now double click on any rebar in the view to open the
Reinforcement window on the relevant tab with the definition of that rebar.

New visibility option for bending moments
In the Visibility settings, a new option is available that allows hiding bending moments having the value smaller
than the entered limit. This option is useful especially in the case of elements (like columns) exported from
Advance Design where a lot of small, often insignificant values arrive for bending moments, therefore, setting a
limit allows you to see only relevant values graphically.

Possibility for measuring distances on 2D views
In the list of commands available on viewers, a new command has been added for measuring distances between
two points on the view. It is available on 2d views and works in free mode or ortho mode.

A quick reset of visualization settings
On a new Display setting dialog, there is possible to quickly reset the Annotation and Color settings to the initial
values thanks to the new Reset buttons.

New icons
To make it easier to distinguish between running modules in the standalone version, their icons have been
modified so that it is easier to select the right module using the taskbar.

Quick selection of reinforcement diameters or fabrics
In the dialog window for selecting reinforcement diameter and in the dialog window for selecting wire meshes
used in a given project, buttons for quick selection/deselection of all diameters/meshes have been added.
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Updated templates
Some of the project and drawing templates for existing modules for different countries have been slightly modified
to provide better default values. This applies especially to the modified project templates for Poland for beams,
columns, and foundations.

New options & Improvements – RC Beam
The 2022 version brings many new options and improvements to the RC Beam module. Below is a list of selected
novelties and improvements.

Easy configuration and defining of multiple links on RC Beams
Main features & benefits:
 Easy to configure default settings for multiple links
 Quick edit of multiple links configuration in the reinforcement edition window
In the newest version of the program, the way of entering settings and editing for transverse reinforcement using
multiple links has been modified so that the user can decide about settings easily and clearly.
The first change can be seen in the configuration dialog for multiple links. Instead of the previous fields with values
for the number of links and the number of bypassed members, selection lists with easy to interpret drawings are
now displayed. This way, it is possible to quickly set the default type of multiple link generation for the different
possible number of longitudinal bars.

Another change is visible in the reinforcement edition window. In case the transverse reinforcement is generated
using multiple links, a graphical list of multiple link configurations is now also available. This list contains only the
solutions that are possible for the current number of longitudinal bars. In case we want to use a non-standard
configuration, we can select the item 'Manually defined' and specify the position of the transverse bars in the
cross-section by using a special dialog.
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Transfer of superelement to RC Beam module
Main features & benefits:

Design of multispan beam modeled by single span beams
Starting from version Advance Design 2022, it is possible to transfer a multi-span RC beam modeled from single
spans to the RC Beam module. For this, it is necessary to create a superstructure with these spans.

Continuous beam from single spans modeled as a superelement.

This solution has many advantages, including the possibility of treating it as a continuous beam with different
parameters for individual spans (for example, section depth).

Continuous beam opened and designed with RC Beam module

Possibility for selecting methods of placing longitudinal bars
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility for considering the number of bars as the maximum allowed value.
During the generation of the longitudinal members in beams, the settings from the Bars constraints tab from the
Reinforcement Assumption window are used, including setting the number of longitudinal bars for the top and
bottom reinforcement for different width ranges of the beam cross-section.
The newest version of the program introduces new options in this window that allow you to change the algorithm
for the selection of longitudinal members so that the program automatically selects the number of members and
the entered value of the number is its upper limit.

For activating a new method the option Consider number of bars as the maximum limit is used. When this
checkbox is not active, the current method for selecting the real reinforcement is used, which means that the
number of bars is considered as imposed. When this checkbox is active, then the number of bars is considered
as the maximum allowed value and the number of bars will be automatically determined based on the required
reinforcement area.
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As the selection of a new method for a given required reinforcement area can lead to a variety of possible
solutions, e.g. fewer members with larger diameter or more members with smaller diameter, two new options are
additionally available for choosing the preferred solution:



Smallest reinforcement area - will assure the smallest difference between the real and the theoretical
reinforcement area.
Minimum number of bars - will assure the minimum number of longitudinal bars and will eventually lead
to bigger diameters.

Typically, both options produce fewer bars than the fixed number of columns method, especially when the second
option is chosen, but the end result also depends heavily on other assumptions.

Example for a fixed number of columns (left), new method with the first option
selected (middle) and new method with the second option selected (right)

Other improvements
Main features & benefits:
 Separated working ratios for efforts and reinforcement
 Improvements in the short-term deflection calculation
 U-shaped anti-crack bars on edge supports
 Automatic concrete cover adjustment for avoiding clashes of anchored bars
 Possibility for extending layers of a bottom longitudinal bar across the entire span length
 Possibility for correcting the crack width
 Improvements to info about a column for Corbels
 New arrangement type for top bars on support
 Improvements in defining bars in 3D rebar cage
 Quick removing internal efforts
In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the RC Beam module have
been introduced. Below is a list of selected ones.

Separated working ratios for efforts and reinforcement
The reinforcement part of the Info Panel for RC beams the working ratio column is now split into two:



Efforts WR – for showing Design effort / Resistance effort ratios
Reinf. WR – for showing Theoretical / Real reinforcement area ratios

Improvements in the short-term deflection calculation
On settings related to deflection calculations according to Eurocode, two new options have been added for the
total deflection:



Load duration – selects if the deflection is calculated for long- or short-term load duration.
Load combinations – selects if the SLS Quasi-permanent or SLS Characteristic load combinations are
considered for total deflection calculations

For long-term deflection calculations the long-term modulus of elasticity affected by creep, SLS quasi-permanent
combinations, and beta = 0.5 (acc 7.19 from EN 1992-1-1) are considered. For short-term deflection calculations,
a short-term modulus of elasticity, SLS characteristic combinations, and beta = 1 are considered. Note that the
used SLS combination type can be changed (using a new option).

Additionally, the deflection analysis detail report has been expanded to include additional information.
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Support axis on drawings
On the property list of the Drawing a new option has been added to show on the elevation views of beam symbols
and names of structural axes. When it is activated new graphical symbols of axes are displayed on supports.

In addition, a name can be displayed above the axis; the name of the support is used for this purpose. If the
support does not have a name entered, only the axis symbol is generated.

U-shaped anti-crack bars on edge supports
On the Reinforcement Assumption window for RC beams two new options have been added to the Anti-crack
Bars tab:
 Provide U-shaped anti-crack for edge supports
 Length for U-shaped bars on edge supports

The first one adds U-shaped bars on edge supports for generated anti-crack bars. The second one allows for
imposing the length value for new bars; U-shaped anti-crack bars length will be the maximum value between the
calculated and the imposed one.

Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) option to provide U-shaped anti-crack bars at supports

Automatic concrete cover adjustment for avoiding clashes of anchored bars
On the Reinforcement Assumption window for RC beams a new option has been added to the Anchorage tab –
Automatic concrete cover adjustment.

It automatically adjusts the concrete cover value from the top bars to avoid clashes with bottom bars in the case
the anchor hook angle is 90 deg for both top and bottom bars.
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Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) the new option

Possibility for extending layers of a bottom longitudinal bar across the entire span length
On the Reinforcement Assumption window for RC beams a new option has been added to the Longitudinal Bars
tab Extend bottom layers across the entire span length.

If activated, all bottom layers (starting with the second layer) will be extended to the middle of adjacent supports
even if it does not result necessarily from the required reinforcement area diagram.

Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) the new option

Possibility for correcting the crack width
A new option Automatic correction of requested reinforcement has been added to the Design Assumptions
window, on the Cracking group. If it is activated, then automatically change the requested longitudinal
reinforcement area to satisfy the crack width verification.

Improvements to info about a column for Corbels
For corbels, when you enter the name of the support (column) it is automatically added to the position number
and thus visible on the drawings. Furthermore, when the corbel is imported from an Advance Design model then
the column data is imported as geometric data of the support.

New arrangement type for top bars on support
A new option for changing the arrangement type for top bars on support has been added to the Reinforcement
Assumption window on the Bar constraints/Number of Bars tab.
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When this option is selected, the top support bars are generated as vertically aligned concerning the above
assembly bars.

Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) the new option

Improvements in defining bars in 3D rebar cage
A series of improvements have been introduced in the newest version of the module to prevent collision of rebars
during the generation of the 3D reinforcement cage. These changes cause, for example, an automatic adjustment
of the position of the longitudinal members concerning the transverse members when their parameters (like
diameters) are modified.

Quick removing internal efforts
On the Internal efforts window a new Delete all button has been added for quick removing from the model all
internal efforts.

New options & Improvements – RC Column
The 2022 version brings many new options and improvements to the RC Column module. Below is a list of
selected novelties and improvements.

Easy configuration and defining of transversal bars in RC Columns
Main features & benefits:
 Easy and intuitive defining/editing transversal bars
The editing window of the transverse column reinforcement has been modified significantly to facilitate the editing
or definition of reinforcement. Due to predefined settings and a table, the input and editing of members are much
easier and intuitive.
The main change is the introduction of a table with parameters of all rebar packages so that you can immediately
see the number of packages and information about bars in each package. Using the Add/Del buttons, we can
easily add and remove packages (for the Custom distribution type), with the program constantly monitoring the
available space.

In addition, a new setting type has been introduced - distribution type, which includes 5 predefined types.
Choosing a type affects the behavior of the table / which data is available or automatically completed, making
data editing fast and intuitive.
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Available distribution types:










Uniform Distribution
o 1 package
o editable is the number of bars
o spacing is automatically calculated
2 Zones Distribution (to top)
o 2 packages
o editable are numbers of bars and spacings on top package
o bottom spacing is automatically calculated
2 Zones Distribution (to bottom)
o 2 packages
o editable are numbers of bars and spacings on bottom package
o top spacing is automatically calculated
3 Zones Distribution
o 3 packages
o editable are numbers of bars and spacings on the first and last package
o middle spacing is automatically calculated
Custom
o allows any number of packages
o editable are numbers of bars and spacings
o the sum of spacings is controlled to keep all bars inside the limits defined by the top and
bottom offsets

Possibility for selecting algorithms for placing longitudinal bars
Main features & benefits:
 Greater ability to influence the configuration of the main reinforcement
For square and rectangular sections there is a possibility for selecting the method for generating longitudinal
rebars. A new option is available on the Reinforcement Assumption window.

We can choose between two methods:
 Reinforcement solution - with minimum number of bars
 Reinforcement solution - with minimum available diameters
The first method (default) is the current method for selecting the real reinforcement, considering the smallest
number of bars. The second method generates real reinforcement area, with the smallest available diameters.
When the smallest diameters solution is selected, the possibility to impose the maximum spacing between bars
is disabled.
Comparing the two methods - in general, the first method may return fewer longitudinal bars of larger diameter
and the second method may return more longitudinal bars of smaller diameter.

Other improvements
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to decide on the length of the upper hooks




Faster access to buckling parameters
Improvements to Info panel

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the RC Column module have
been introduced. Below is a list of selected ones.

Possibility to decide on the length of the upper hooks
For the longitudinal bars there is a new possibility for imposing the length for top hooks. A new option is available
on the Reinforcement Assumption window. The hook’s length is defined as a multiplication of the nominal diameter
of the bar.
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Improvements to buckling pictures on the ribbon
The pictures showing the current settings of the buckling length located on the ribbon are now updated and give
direct access to the corresponding dialog for editing buckling properties.

Info about transversal reinforcement on the Info panel is available separately for both directions
Because real transversal reinforcement area along X and along Y may be different, on the Info panel on the part
related to calculated reinforcement, the line related to the transversal reinforcement has been split into two lines:
for transversal bars along X axis and transversal bars along Y axis.

New options & Improvements – RC Footing
The 2022 version brings many new options and improvements to the RC Footing module. Below is a list of
selected novelties and improvements.

Possibility for considering earth pressure for the sliding verification
Main features & benefits:
 Greater control over the sliding verification thanks to a possibility for considering the earth pressure
On the Design Assumptions window, a set of new options have been added to the part related to the Sliding
Verification for taking into consideration for sliding resistance the earth pressure. New options are available for
calculations according to Eurocode.

In general, active and passive earth pressures can be considered in the calculation. The vertical component of
the active earth pressure increases the resistance, the horizontal component of the passive pressure increases
it, while the vertical component of the passive pressure decreases it.
The option Consider earth pressure for sliding resistance activates the earth active pressure in sliding resistance
calculation and allows for selecting the next options.
The option Consider earth passive pressure for sliding resistance activates the earth passive pressure in sliding
resistance calculation.
The parameter Passive earth pressure mobilization is a coefficient that affects passive sliding resistance.
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Possibility to select the DA2* design approach method
Main features & benefits:

A new design approach for footings for Poland
On the Design Assumption window, a new DA-2* entry has been added to the list of available design approaches
for bearing capacity verification according to Eurocode 7. This method is mandatory for Poland (according to
NA.2.6 from the PN-EN 1997-1:2008/Ap2).

In the DA2* approach the partial factors are applied at the end of the verification and the characteristic ground
bearing resistance is determined based on the characteristic values of the effects of actions.

A new method of bearing capacity analysis for multi-layer soils
Main features & benefits:

Analysis of bearing capacity for multi-layer soils using the substitute foundation method
In cases of verification of bearing capacity of foundations in multilayer soils, Eurocode does not give a ready
solution, therefore additional methods proposed by other standards and literature are available for choice in RC
Footing module. So far, the available methods were based on the replacement of soil layers by a single layer
with mean values of parameters, either using the DIN method or by using mean values for a certain depth using
various formulas proposed in the literature. With the 2022 version of RC Footing module, another method called
Substitute foundation method is available, which is based on the solution proposed in the Polish standard PN81/B-03020. Method selection can be done in the Design Assumptions window on the Multilayered Soil
Verification tab.

The idea behind this method is to check the bearing capacity of each soil layer separately, whereby layers are
checked only up to a limit depth. The limit depth is measured from the foundation level and it is equal to 2*B,
where B is the minimum of width and length of the foundation. The analysis for the first layer (the layer in which
the base of the foundation is located) is performed in a standard manner.

Stresses for the 1st layer calculated on the foundation level

The analysis for the next layer is done at the level of its upper boundary. For this purpose, it is assumed, that
there is a fictitious foundation with calculated greater width.
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Stresses from a fictitious foundation on the next layer

The increment by which the width of a fictitious foundation is increased (b) depends on the depth below the
foundation level (h) and type of soil:
Cohesive soils
b = 1/4 h for h ≤ B
b = 1/3 h for h > B

Non cohesive soils
b = 1/3 h for h ≤ B
b = 2/3 h for h > B

For calculating the stress under the fictitious foundation, the load increased by the weight of the portion of the soil
above (the portion covered by the fictitious foundation) is used, as well as the eccentricity of the external forces
is modified due to the greater depth and thus the larger force arm. As an effect, different stress distribution is
obtained. And although the stresses may have a smaller value, in the case of weaker soil this second layer may
be decisive for the load bearing capacity of the foundation.

Improvements to geometry optimization for footings
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to set maximum dimensions




Possibility to freeze the height
Possibility of including eccentricity in the sizing

Three new enhancements have been made to increase the configurability and scope of the geometry preliminary
sizing.

Limit values
In the geometrical parameters definition window, in the group of options for preliminary sizing, three parameters
with maximum values for the dimensions have been added - for both widths (A and B) and height (H).

Possibility to freeze the height
A new Freeze H entry has been added to the Geometry restrictions list, available on the geometrical parameters
definition window, in the group of options for preliminary sizing. When selected, the foundation height will not be
automatically modified in the shape optimization process.

Preliminary sizing for eccentricity
A new option Consider during preliminary sizing has been added to the Design Assumption window on the
Simplified Eccentricity Verification group (for Eurocode). If it is activated, then the eccentricity verification is
considered during preliminary sizing.
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Other improvements
Main features & benefits:
 Online help








Quick hiding soil layers
Using the real reinforcement for the effective depth
Updated soil database
Consideration of water buoyancy in the absence of a foundation self-weight calculation
Possibility for mobilization of vertical efforts from the backfill for continuous footings
Possibility for ignoring soil pressure

In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the RC Footing module have
been introduced. Below is a list of selected ones.

Online help
With the new version of the module will be easier to access to current information thanks to new online help. It
has been updated and allows for easy searching.

Quick hiding soil layers
With the new button on the view quick command bar, we can now easily turn off/on the visibility of soil layers.

Using the real reinforcement for the effective depth
During the calculation as well as during the verification, the effective depth in the foundation cross-section is now
always calculated using the current real reinforcement diameters.
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Updated soil database
The existing database with soils has been updated. Changes include:
 changes in E, M and Menard values
 changes to the order of some soils
 removing of one of the duplicated entries (loose sands)
The above changes do not apply to soil bases for CZ and SK, which have different content.

Consideration of water buoyancy in the absence of a foundation self-weight calculation
If the foundation is below groundwater level, the buoyancy is considered automatically when determining the
weight of the foundation. Now the buoyancy force is also considered (for the calculation of reinforcement) if the
automatic generation of foundation weight is deactivated.

Possibility for mobilization of vertical efforts from the backfill for continuous footings
On the Soil Layers Profile dialog, a new option is added: Mobilization of vertical efforts from the backfill. This new
option is available only for continuous footings with a defined Right ground level offset value bigger than 0.

A new option is used for deciding whether to take the maximum or minimum value of the overburden pressure
(q') for a bearing capacity calculation.

The maximum q’ is the value calculated for the full height of the backfill, and for this, a new parameter should be
equal to 100%. For the minimum q’ the 0% value should be entered – in this case, top right side soil mobilization
will not be taken into consideration, so the bearing resistance will not be bigger.

Possibility for ignoring soil pressure
In the Design assumptions/Bearing verifications tab, there is a new option to ignore soil pressure when calculating
foundation bearing (the resultant of the initial stress below the foundation level, acc 9.1.2 from NF P94-261). This
new option is available only in case the French localization is set.
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New options & Improvements – RC Wall
The 2022 version brings many new options and improvements to the RC Wall module. Below is a list of selected
novelties and improvements.

New options in the reinforcement settings
Main features & benefits:
 Much better control over the real reinforcement generated in walls
Several new options have been added to the Reinforcement Assumption dialog for walls, especially related to
transverse reinforcement, extending the configuration possibilities.

Selecting which rebar direction is closer to the face of the wall
A new option has been added for deciding if vertical or horizontal bars should be located closer to the wall face.
This new option is not available if the main reinforcement type is set to fabrics.

Possibility for automatic adjusting the bending diameter for transverse bars
A new option has been added that automatically increases the bending diameter of transverse rebars in case the
preset bending radius for a given transverse rebar diameter is too small to enclose large diameters of main bars.

Effect of automatic bending diameter adjustment  OFF (left) and ON (right)

Minimum transverse reinforcement quantity
A new parameter has been added to define the minimum quantity per square meter of transverse reinforcement.
When generating transversal bars both the minimum imposed value and the recommendation from 9.6.4(1) and
9.5.3 from EN 1992-1-1 are considered.

Possibility for linking only external bars
A new parameter has been added to generate transversal bars only to the bars closer to the face of the wall –
either vertical or horizontal.

Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) option to link external rebars only
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Possibility for extending horizontal bars in nodes
A new parameter has been added to set if horizontal bars from the web should be extended inside the nodes
(helpful in the case of a group of walls).

Effect of disabled (left) and enabled (right) option to link external

New option for keeping safety link inside the wall
A new option has been added to keep the vertical transversal bars distribution only inside the wall. If it is
deactivated, then safety links are extended above the wall.

Effect of enabled (left) and disable (right) option to provide external safety links

New options in the reinforcement edit dialogs
Main features & benefits:

Greater possibilities for editing reinforcement on walls
Several new options have been added to the reinforcement edit dialog for walls, extending edit possibilities.
Possibility for defining the wall bar distributions by spacings
On the Reinforcement edit dialog, the definition of the horizontal and vertical bars is now possible not only by
entering the number of bars but also by entering the spacing. In the case of defining distribution by spacings, it is
also possible to decide whether the remaining distance resulting from an incomplete division is equally distributed
at both ends or only on one side.

Possibility for editing density of transversal bars
On the new version of the RC Wall module the number of transversal bars is controlled by calculations using the
new value for the minimum density of bars per square meter. The transversal bars are in effect generated using
the spacing of the longitudinal bars - for example, every 2nd or 3rd longitudinal bar. This transversal bar position
can be controlled by using new parameters:



Vertical spacing for the Horizontal Transversal Bars
Horizontal spacing for the Vertical Transversal Bars

For example, if the entered value is 1 x s, it means that transversal bars will be generated with the same spacing
as longitudinal bars, while if the value is 4 x s, it means that transversal bars will be generated at every fourth
longitudinal bar.
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Possibility for defining offsets for transversal bars
For transversal bars there are new offset values available:



Left offset and Right offset for the Vertical Transversal Bars
Top offset and Bottom offset for the Horizontal Transversal Bars

Offset values are measured from extremities of longitudinal bars.

Other improvements
Main features & benefits:
 Improvements in defining concrete covers
 Possibility for disabling vertical bars for the interface verification
 Easier editing of reinforcement in walls
 Definition of the correct plane load for a group of walls with different local systems
 Greater ability to configure drawings for RC walls
In addition to the above, many other smaller novelties and improvements related to the RC Wall module have
been introduced. Below is a list of selected ones.

Improvements in defining concrete covers
The definition of concrete cover for walls has been expanded. Now, instead of one value common for all faces,
we have a separate definition of concrete cover for the outer face, for the inner face, and for the remaining wall
faces. The outer face is the right face, in the direction from the start node to the end node of the wall.

Possibility for disabling vertical bars for the interface verification
On the Design Assumptions window a new option has been added to the Interface Verification tab: Consider
vertical bars for interface verification. This option is available only for Shear walls. It allows for considering vertical
bars (vertical bars in wall web and vertical bars in stiffeners) in the verification of shear at the interface between
concrete cast at different times. As recommended by article 6.5.2 from EN1992-1-1, vertical bars should be
considered only if they have adequate anchorage at both sides of the interface (in the situation the vertical bars
are coming from the level underneath the current wall). This option should be unchecked for walls above the
footing because no vertical bars are coming from the footing and starter bars (interface reinforcement) are
mandatory.

Improvements to the reinforcement trees
The navigation tree in the dialog for editing real reinforcement for walls has been modified. Up to now, all
information about the reinforcement was displayed in the hierarchy Wall / Wall Element / Reinforcement Type
which could cause problems when editing parameters for many walls. Now the tree structure is much simpler and
more intuitive (Reinforcement type / Wall). Due to the inheritance of parameters, it allows easy modification of a
reinforcement type in all walls.
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Possibility for defining negative values for planar loads
When defining a plane load on a wall it is now possible to enter a negative value. This makes it possible to
introduce pressure from both sides but especially to direct the pressure correctly in one direction (for example
from the outside) for a group of walls when some of them are modeled with opposite local axes (opposite z-axes).

Drawings - Possibility to show only one bar from distribution
On the property list of the elevation view of walls two new options have been added to give the user possibility to
show only one bar from distribution:



Show only one vertical/horizontal bar
Show only one transversal bar from the distribution

The second option becomes available only if the first one is checked.
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New options & Improvements – Steel Connection
The 2022 version brings many new options and improvements to the Advance Design Steel Connection
module. Below is a list of selected novelties and improvements.

Calculation with Envelopes for all connections
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to calculate all connections only with the combinations that meet the predefined envelopes
criteria
 Speed up the calculation time
 Compact combinations chapter (detailed report)
From version 2021.1, the Tubular base plate connection can be designed using all combinations or to make
envelopes using those combinations. Starting with the 2022 version, this possibility has been extended to all
connections available in the Steel Connection module.
The possibility to choose how to use the combinations in the calculation is available in the Design Assumptions:

By selecting the Envelopes method, the calculation will be performed using only the combinations that provide
Max/Min of the design forces, which are the improved filtering criteria that were transferred from Advance Design
until the 2021.1 version. The envelopes that are considered now in calculation can be seen inside the new
Combinations report or detailed or intermediate reports in the Load combinations chapter.
The new Combinations report added to the available report list for each joint type will display only the Load
combinations description chapter, which will provide an easier and faster way to access the envelope list.

New report type Combinations available in the report list

There are two options possible: All and Envelopes. The selection affects the behavior during the calculation
process as following:
Combinations = All
For Combinations set on “All”, the Advance Design Steel Connection is using all the combinations generated to
design the connection.
For example, for the Base Plate connection for a tubular column as in the picture below, the number of
combinations is 181, and all are used for design calculations. It influences the report (as a table listing all the
combinations is long), but the most important is that due to the number of combinations, the calculation time is
relatively long.
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181 automatically generated load combinations
Combinations = Envelopes
For Combinations set as Envelopes, the module will calculate the connection using just some of the
combinations which are fulfilling certain criteria.
The criteria used to select just a part of the combinations are the following:











Max(N)/ Min(N) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum axial force (vertical
force) from the column base.
Max(Vy)/ Min(Vy) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum shear force
(horizontal force) on y axis from the column base.
Max(Vz)/ Min(Vz) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum shear force
(horizontal force) on z axis from the column base.
Max(My)/ Min(My) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum bending moment
around y axis from the column base.
Max(Mz)/ Min(Mz) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum bending moment
around z axis from the column base.
Max(Mt)/ Min(Mt) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum torsional moment.
Max(Vy+Vz) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the shear forces
in both direction:√𝐕𝐲 𝟐 + 𝐕𝐳 𝟐 .
Max(My+Mz) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the bending
moments in both directions.
Max(My/N) / Min(My/N) - provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum ratio between
bending moment around y axis from the column base and its axial force.
Max (Mz/N) / Min(Mz/N) - provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum ratio between
bending moment around z axis from the column base and its axial force.



Max (√(𝑭𝟐𝒙 + 𝑭𝟐𝒚 )) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the forces



on directions x & y.
Max (√(𝑭𝟐𝒙 + 𝑭𝟐𝒛 )) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the forces
on directions x & z.



Max (√(𝑭𝟐𝒙 + 𝑭𝟐𝒚 + 𝑭𝟐𝒛 )) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
forces on directions x & y & z.



Max ( √(𝑴𝟐𝒙 + 𝑴𝟐𝒚 )) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the



bending moments around x & y axes.
Max (√(𝑴𝟐𝒙 + 𝑴𝟐𝒛 ) ) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
bending moments around x & z axes.



Max (√(𝑴𝟐𝒚 + 𝑴𝟐𝒛 ) ) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
bending moments around y & z axes.



Max (√(𝑴𝟐𝒙 + 𝑴𝟐𝒚 + 𝑴𝟐𝒛 )) – provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
bending moments around x & y & z axes.

Based on these criteria, Advance Design Steel Connection module is selecting combinations that compliant with
one or more criteria and does the design calculations based on the selected combinations.
More than that, beginning with the 2022 version of Advance Design and the Steel Connection module, the filtering
criteria are no longer transferred from Advance Design but are done inside the Steel Connection module.
The calculation time decreases, and the report is much more compact as only the selected combinations will be
listed.
For example, for the Base Plate connection for a tubular column as in the picture below (having more load cases
than the previous example), the number of combinations is 482. But this time calculations are done with
“Envelopes” of combinations.

482 automatically generated load combinations

Even there are 482 combinations, thanks to the envelopes, the calculation time is less than for the previous
example. And in addition, the report does not have pages full of combination tables and it is generated much
faster. The Load combinations description table on the report contains now only several combinations that are
fulfilling one or more criteria. And the connection is verified using these combinations.
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Load combination description based on criteria

Improvements in import of loads from Advance Design
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility for sending user-defined envelopes to ADSC
 Possibility for exporting definitions and values of forces from combinations
In Advance Design, the user can choose what loads should be exported to the design modules, using options
available on the Graitec BIM tab of the Application settings window.
Beginning with the 2022 version, in case the Advance Design model contains user-defined envelope cases, they
will be exported to the Steel Connection module as envelope type (native ULS envelope).

There are different scenarios, depending on the state of the option Always transfer user-defined envelopes to
Design Modules for steel connections elements and the presence of user-defined envelopes.

Case 1 – there are no User-defined envelopes created in Advance Design
To the Steel Connection module will be exported load cases and loads according to the selected scenario
from Export loads to Design modules group of options. In this case, the option Always transfer
envelopes… is not used (no matter if it is disabled or enabled).
Case 2 – there are User-defined envelopes created in Advance Design, and the option Always transfer
envelopes… is enabled.
To the Steel Connection module will be exported only the user-defined envelopes (as ULS envelopes.)
Therefore, any option from Export loads to Design modules group will be ignored (no load case or
combination will be transferred).
Case 3 – there are User-defined envelopes created in Advance Design, and the option Always transfer
envelopes… is disabled.
As on the first case, to the Steel Connection module will be exported load cases and loads according to
the selected scenario from Export loads to Design modules group of options.
When loads are transferred according to the Export loads to Design modules option selection, we have three
possibilities:


Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors
This option exports only the load cases with their efforts. In this case, the design module will generate
and calculate the combinations.
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Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors with the list of Combinations
This option exports the load cases with efforts and the list of Combinations generated by Advance Design.



+Combinations values of efforts diagrams/torsors
This option exports the load cases with efforts and the list of Combinations generated by Advance Design
plus the values of the combinations.

Note: The described behavior will be adopted even though the connection is included in a group or not.

Joint classification and rotational stiffness calculation
Main features & benefits:
 Joint classification according to EN1993-1-8 §5.2.2.5
 Calculation of the rotational stiffness of the steel joint based on data from the 3D model
 Available in Advance Design and Standalone
In version 2022 of the Steel Connection module, the classification of joints is available right after the calculation.
The classification of the joints is performed according to EN1993-1-8 §5.2.2.5.

Classification of joints by stiffness (connected beams)

Classification of joints by stiffness (base plate)

Note: These conditions concern the base plates (BP, Tubular BP) and connected beams (MEP, Apex, Gable Wall) .

To have a correct and precise classification of the joints new parameters (Type and Length) have been added in
the member definition dialog, under the classification chapter.

New parameters
These two parameters can be defined by the user, or they can be automatically transferred from Advance Design.
In Advance Design the lengths of the connected elements are taken from the connection properties. Depending
on the connection type, lengths of one or two connected beams might be available.
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The user can either use the element length automatically calculated, the element projection length, or the value
entered. The buckling properties (a structure type regarding bracing) are retrieved from the properties of steel
linear elements.

Transferred parameters from Advance Design

After the connection is designed, the information about the rotational stiffness and the classification of the joint,
are available in the info panel:


rotational stiffness is defined as the value of Sj,ini,



type of
o
o
o



Classification:
o Semi-rigid
o Rigid
o Pinned

structure:
Braced
Unbraced
Unknown

This information is available in the report as well, with much more details, having an entire chapter about
Rotational Stiffness.
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Rotational stiffness calculation

Splice joint - Torsors on both beams
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to import to the splice connection internal forces separately from both beams
 Consider in calculation the different efforts on left and right beam
As in the case of seismic analysis, we might have different efforts on the left and right beam on the splice
connection, we have added the possibility to define torsors on both beams connected. So from version 2022, the
Splice joint connection has an independent tab for each beam in the Loads definition dialog.

Loads definition dialog

The loads on each beam can be user-defined or can come from Advance Design calculation.

Loads from the EX seismic load case

Besides the GUI change, the design engine has been updated to take the efforts from both beams. This change
has an impact also on the Splice connection report which has been changed and updated accordingly.

Efforts on 3D view
Main features & benefits:
 Directly check the values of the efforts by load cases
 Display or hide the efforts with just one click
From version 2022 of the Steel Connection module, the efforts are visible in the 3D view, offering the possibility
to check much easier the internal forces that are acting on the connections.
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Efforts in 3D view

The efforts are displayed by default, but they can be hidden and displayed just at need, using the icon available
on the bottom right corner of the viewport. Next to that on/off icon, a drop-down box is available to select the load
case for which the efforts should be displayed.

Efforts in 3D view ON/OFF icon and Load Cases

The ON/OFF icon is available for all the viewports, 3D view, and the 2D views, front and section.

Efforts in 2D views

Improvements to Interactive Drawings

Main features & benefits:
 Easy modification of dimensions



Better quality and faster views generation

The interactive drawings mechanism which was introduced in the previous version, in 2022 comes with novelties
and improvements.

Dimensions
Starting with version 2022, the inclined dimensions have been implemented, offering to the user more flexibility.
Inclined dimensions can be created in the drawings.
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Inclined dimensions

Also, if a view has been scaled, the dimensions can still be added to those views.
Besides the two novelties, the alignment of dimensions in views with bolts has been improved.

Aligned dimensions in views with bolts

Another improvement of the dimensions relates to the leader line symbol and the text. The leader line and the
text are now one single object and can be moved wherever it is needed on the view.

Copes on views
The copes made on clip angle connections are now displayed in the drawings.

Cope Clip Angle

Improvements for loading drawing templates
The interactive drawing mechanism allows saving different drawing styles that can be applied to new drawings.
Starting with 2022, the load and application of saved drawing style have been improved by keeping and applying
all the details of the style.

Hiding section symbols
The section symbols can be hidden in the elevation views, by unticking the section symbol in the View properties
panel.
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Hide Section Symbols

Editing section name
Another improvement is related to the name of the section. Once changed, the new section names will be
displayed on the Elevation/Top view.

Changed section names

